PFSA AND PFSP PROCESS

UK Port Facilities identified from Industry Groups, Registers and Directories

Security questionnaires sent by TRANSEC to all Port Facilities

TRANSEC check questionnaire and categorise Port Facilities according to traffic type

PFSA programme prioritised by RISK *

PFSA undertaken by TRANSEC security Inspectors in liaison with port management

Site specific PFSA report + PFSI + PFSP template issued to Port Facility

Port Facility completes a PFSP and returns to TRANSEC within 2 months

PLAN APPROVED

TRANSEC guidance offered

If PFSP is amended after initial approval or if the traffic handled by the port facility changes TRANSEC may require the PFSA process to be repeated

Appoint, train and subject PFSO to security vetting

NO

YES

Notified to IMO

VERIFICATION & COMPLIANCE INSPECTIONS COMMENCE

* RISK = THREAT x VULNERABILITY x CONSEQUENCE